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Overview

Discussions about off-line KPP will take place on clasteam.slack.com. Contact Nathan H. if you need
an invitation to join.
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raw files will be located on the clondaq6 machine and should never be deleted or moved from there by
Shift locationshifters. To minimize the risk of breaking anything on clondaq6, the raw files will be copied to
clondaq3 where the decoding, cooking, and analysis will take place. Both the decoded file and the
cooked file will be saved on clondaq3; the copies of the raw files on clondaq3 will be deleted after the
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Shifters should read and
Operation) and this manual before beginning an offline shift. The basic training
requirements are the same as those for regular shift workers. We
run-chef.csh
recommend that you take your shift in the counting house. There are available PCs on the second floor
chpc01 to chpc11. If you want to take your shift from your office, you should have already set up 2-step
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To log into one of the clondaq machines, first do ssh -Y username@hallgw and enter the password:
pin# + SafeNet Passcode. Note that your pin number never changes but SafeNet will generate a
time youfrom
login. off-site,
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Next, simply log into one of the clondaq machines by doing, for example, ssh clasrun@clondaq3 and
entering the usual CLAS password (e1...). A special environment for the chef can be set up on clondaq3
by doing source /data/kpp/kpp-chef-env.csh .
ssh -Y username@hallgw
You do not need to do this if you are working at the off-line shift station in the counting house. From

and enter the password: pin# + SafeNet Passcode. Note that your pin number never changes but SafeNet
will generate a different passcode every time you login. If prompted with a Z Shell configuration, hit “q” to
continue.

Next from hallgw, or from a counting house computer, simply log into clondaq3 machines as clasrun
ssh clasrun@clondaq3
and entering the usual CLAS password.
Workflow
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1 Log into clondaq3 using the above instructions. Non-experts should never have to log into clondaq6!
Since these processes take time, we suggest that work in a virtual terminal using the “screen” command to
launch your processes in the background and allow your machine to disconnect from clondaq3
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by doing source /data/kpp/kpp-chef-env.csh .

2 Go to the appropriate working directory and set the chef environment:
cd ~/chef
source setEnv-chef.csh

3 It is your responsibility to keep in close contact with the on-line shift leader; he/she will tell you what files
need to be cooked. Raw files (which are in evio format) are specified by a run number and a file number,
e.g. clas 000123.evio.45 has run number 123 and file number 45. If the shift leader tells you to cook files 0
through 10 of run 246, do:
./run-chef.csh 246 0 10
This script will take a while to run but it should give regular updates on its progress. You should make sure
nothing freezes/crashes. When the script finishes the decoded and cooked files will respectively be in
~/chef/decoded
~/chef/cooked

and the copied raw files will have been deleted.
4 Once you have cooked files, produce the monitoring plots using
~/chef/RunMonitor.csh 246 0 10
5 The plots are created in the directory
~/chef/plots/
To check the plots before posting them, you use
publish_check.sh
Then open a browser page to
https://www.jlab.org/Hall-B/secure/clas12/rec_mon/
You can create logbook entries in both HBLOG and CLAS12ANA by using
cd ~/chef
./upload-chef.sh -log run 246 plots

Troubleshooting and tips
• If CLARA gets stuck and Ctrl-c doesn’t work, try running
$CLARA_HOME/bin/remove-dpe
• Since the file tranfer out of clondaq6 is slow, take advantage of opprtunities when when DAQ is not
running
• To see a list of files in the stage in area of clondaq6 without logging into clondaq6, do
~/chef/ListCurrentData
• phone number 757-927-8150

